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THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LAW
tably not included. 4 But even a reader who does not know both En-
glish and French can draw substantial benefit from this rich col-
lection of material and obtain valuable insights into various legal or-
ders' institutions and thinking in the areas of law dealt with by the
several Draft Conventions.
MARITIME LAW
CODE MARITIME POLONAIS (French transl.) Introduction by Ren6
Rodi~re. Institut de Droit Compar6 de Paris. Collection des lois
maritimes 6trang6res. Paris: Les Editions de l'Epargne, 1970. Pp.
224.
THE MERCHANT SHIPPING CODE OF THE U.S.S.R. (1968) Translated and
edited by William E. Butler and John B. Quigley, Jr. Baltimore and
London: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1970. Pp. xii, 169.
Reviewed by A. A. Fatouros*
The two books under review are a most welcome addition to the
limited but growing corpus of translations of recent maritime codes.
The Polish Maritime Code of 1961, the country's first autochthonous
maritime code, has already been twice translated into English.' While
this is the first expert rendering in English or French of the 1968 So-
viet Maritime Code 2 its predecessor, the Code of 1929, has been trans-
lated into both languages. 3 In a legal branch as inherently transna-
tional as maritime law such translations are of great usefulness to
practitioner and scholar alike. It is noteworthy therefore that, under
the leadership of Professor Ren6 Rodi~re, a concerted effort to trans-
late and publish foreign maritime codes in French has been under-
taken by the Paris Institute of Comparative Law. No comparable
4. An English translation of the Explanatory Report, prepared by Judge
Pierre Pellet and Professor Berthold Goldman, for the important Convention
on the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations has been published in
mimeographed form by the Permanent Bureau of the Conference and can be
found in A. von Mehren & K. Nadelmann, "Convention on the Recognition of
Divorces and Legal Separations," 5 Family L. Q. 303, 319-68 (1971).
* Professor of Law, Indiana University (Bloomington); Member of the
Board of Editors.
1. D. Lasok, "The Polish Shipping Code and the Polish Law on the
Chambers of Shipping," 7 Law in E. Europe 327-410 (1963); The Polish Mari-
time Code (bilingual ed., with transl. and notes by J. Lopuski and R. Adamski)
(1964).
2. Messrs. Butler and Quigley cite an earlier translation in 21 Current
Digest of the Soviet Press 6 (1969) 10.
3. Z. Szirmai and J. D. Korevaar, transl., The Merchant Shipping Code of
the Soviet Union (1960); Institute of Comparative Law of Paris, Code de Nav-
igation Marchande Maritime de 'URSS (R. Rodi~r&, gen. ed., 1966). And
cf. the French version in M. Mateesco, Le droit maritime et le droit adrien de
'URSS & l'heure de la coexistence pacifique 281-332 (1967).
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series exists in England or the United States; for translations of for-
eign maritime codes into English we must rely on the efforts of indi-
vidual scholars or on official and semi-official publications of foreign
states.
Lacking linguistic competence in either Russian or Polish I gladly
forgo the nit-picking check of the accuracy of translated terms which
would otherwise be de rigueur. That the translators must have faced
difficulties in rendering the Russian and Polish terms into English and
French is obvious, not only because they all say so, but also because
certain intriguing differences exist between the various translations.
Presumably, no jurist will read translated legislative texts without
keeping in mind the possibility of differences in the exact meaning of
particular terms.
Both codes are published with helpful introductions by the gen-
eral editor, in the one case, and the translators, in the other. Pro-
fessor Rodi~re's comments on the Polish Maritime Code provide a
comprehensive overview of its basic approach and outline. He stresses
the presence of a practitioner's touch in the drafting, manifested by
awareness of and general conformity with commercial practices as
well as by a certain reluctance to engage in radical theoretical "clari-
fications" or departures from established learning. A striking illus-
tration is the Code's article 95 which distinguishes two kinds of con-
tract of carriage of cargo, the contract by charter-party (umowa czar-
terowa) and the "booking contract" (umowa bukingowa). The latter,
an innovation in formalized maritime law, appears to correspond to
the "booking note" or "booking memo" of the commercial practice of
freight forwarders. 4 Messrs. Butler and Quigley offer a more thor-
ough introduction, perhaps less elegant but more informative, richly
documented with extensive footnotes. It covers succinctly the Code's
legal, economic, and administrative background, outlines its provi-
sions, and discusses a few points in more detail. The authors' protes-
tations to the contrary notwithstanding, these 34 pages are an invalu-
able introduction to Soviet maritime law.
The two codes are, naturally, fairly similar in their coverage.
Contrary to expectation, however, the similarity should not be at-
tributed to their common socialist origin-in reality this is hardly
apparent and may be found by and large either in the codes' periph-
ery (e.g., the articles in the USSR Code specifying the competence of
particular Ministries) or in their background: In both countries mer-
chant shipping is a state function-the "ship's operators" and "ship-
owners," "ship's agents" and "marine insurers" the codes mention
are all independent state agencies. Otherwise, the two codes show no
particular resemblance in structure or in the sequence of treatment
of topics. The USSR code appears more comprehensive, covering
some administrative questions and such matters as seaports, labor
4. See, Rodi~re, Introduction, Code Maritime Polonais 25 (1970). And cf.
J. Bes, Chartering and Shipping Terms 14, sub voc. "Berth note or booking-
note" (5th ed., 1960); C. E. McDowell and H. M. Gibbs, Ocean Transportation
148 (1954); M. Rosenthal, Techniques of International Trade 116 (1950).
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relations (crew), and claims procedures which are largely left out
of the Polish code, to be dealt with in separate laws. The latter code,
again exhibiting concern with commercial practice, treats in con-
siderable detail the services of ship's agents and brokers (art. 191-203).
The similarities between the two codes which do exist, not only
in coverage but also in the substantive regulation of various topics,
must be attributed to their essential conformity with international
shipping practice and with the legal concepts, principles and rules in
force in most maritime countries. Both codes reproduce, with no
significant changes, the provisions of several international conventions
to which the two countries are parties. Like most continental Euro-
pean maritime codes, the codes under review contain conflict of laws
provisions. 5 It is particularly interesting that both stress the parties'
freedom to choose the law applicable to their contractual relations.
The exceptions and qualifications they impose (public order, formali-
ties and authorization, clauses further limiting shipowner's liability,
etc.) are nether unusual nor particularly broad.
The peculiarly transnational character of the shipping industry
thus appears to triumph over ideological and politicoeconomic differ-
ences. The resulting body of largely common national and interna-
tional maritime law seems to serve equally well socialist and capitalist
systems.
LABOR LAW
LES ACCIDENTS DE TRAJET: LA COUVERTURE DE CE RISQUE EN DROIT FRANCAIS
ET EN DROIT COMPARE (BELGE, ALLEMAND, ITALIEN, LUXEMBOURGEOIS,
NEERLANDAIS). By Christian Fabry. Vol. 44, Collection d'6tudes
sur le droit des assurances. Paris: Librairie g6n~rale de droit et de
jurisprudence, 1970. Pp. 317.
Reviewed by Werner Pfennigstorf*
This book is quite unlikely to be read by many Americans, not
only because it is written in French, but also because it is about legal
problems that are virtually nonexistent in the United States, namely,
the compensation under European workmen's compensation rules of
accidents occurring outside the employer's premises while the em-
ployee is on his way to or from work. However, there are two strong
reasons why Americans should nevertheless concern themselves with
such ideas. One is an international convention calling for worldwide
5. On the two Codes' impact on the conflict of laws, see, Rodi~re, Intro-
duction, 18-20; Butler and Quigley, Introduction, The Merchant Shipping Code
of the USSR (1968) 28-34 (1970) (reproducing in part, J. Quigley, "Soviet
Conflict Rules: Merchant Shipping Code of 1968," 63 Am. J. Int'l L. 529-36
(1969)).
* Dr. jur., Universit~t Hamburg.
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